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Have you had bad experiences

Committee. They are fighting to

SIGN FOR

with an interpreter during

put pressure on relevant politi-

your stay in the Danish asylum

CHANGE!

of the Association of Danish
Authorized Translators and

cians, and the more examples
from you and other asylum
seekers - the bigger the pressure
for better interpreters.
Fill out the questionaire, sign
it and send it to the Interpreting
Committee at mail@translatorforeningen.dk.
You can also send it to New

- you"T

help is needed

system?

The Interpreting Committee
Interpreters needs your help to
get an overview of the scale of
the problems with interpreters
in the Danish asylum system.
If you have had a bad experience with interpretation, please
share jt with the Interpreting

Times

NIlTE
The lnterpreting Committee needs to
know your real name, but ìf you do not
want anyone else to know about your
story you can be anonymous Mark this
by wr¡ting 'Anonymous" under your real
name at the end of the document Then
your real name will be laken out of the
stat¡stical report that will be published
later on.

(newtimesdk@gmail.

com)and we will hand it over
to the Interpreting Committee.

DEAR USER
OF INTERPRETING SERVICES
The Interpreting Committee
of the Association of Danish
Authorized Translators and
Interpreters is making a national

survey of the implications of
inadequate interpreting assistance. Therefore, we ask you to
help us collect stories about bad
experiences with interpreting
assista¡ce -¡. h.ea-*i.:a:: scc.:- c:
-ega. setu'lgs.

If you have experienced a

situation

ing

with bad interpret-

assistance, please let us
know by filling in the attached

questionnaire and sending it
by email to the Association of
Danish Authorized Translators
and Interpreters at mail@tra¡slatorforeningen.dk.
If you know of other users of

interpreting seryices who have
had bad experiences with interpreting assistance in healthcare, social or legal settings,
please feel free to reforward
this request to them.
THE REASON
FOR OUR REOUEST

The Interpreting Committee
aims to improve the general
quality of interpreting services
Danish public sector.
We are worried about the fact

in the

that most of the interpreters
in healthcare, sociaÌ and ìegal
settings have no formal interpreting or language training
and have not passed exams in
interpreting or languages. Our
concern is shared by lawyers,
judges, social workers, doctors,
nurses and many other professionals who have told us that
they often have bad experiences with interpreters.

Here in Denmark we do not
know the full impact of bad
interpreting assistance. But
foreign studies have revealed

that bad interpreting assistance
may have huge consequences
for individual users ofinterpreting and may also be very costly

to socielv. for example because
;a:e..:s get ùe r!'rong kinci of
t¡eatment a¡d have to be hospitalised for longer periods of
time, or because court trials are
prolonged or have to be postponed.

In order to remedy the situation and ensure proper inter-

preting services in Denmark,
the Interpreting Committee
recommends that the Danish

university programme in public
service interpreting.
For the past two years we
have taken various steps aimed

at making our

politicians

assume responsibility for the

interpreting situation

in

so that we can persuade our
politicians of the urgent need
for action. We therefore hope to
receive input from very many
different users of interpreting
sen¡ices in Denmark.

Den-

mark. In March 2012, we organised a public hearing on interpreting services in the Danish
public sector. During the winter
of zotz-zot3, we presented our
recommendations to members

Kind regards,
The Interpreting Committee

Standing Committees of the Danish Parliament
(Folketinget): the Social Affairs
Committee, the Health Affairs

(Danish-Italian)
Anette N. Jappe
State-Authorised Translator

Committee and the Legal Affairs
Committee.

and Interpreter
(Danish-English)
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The purpose of collecting
experiences from situations

Carina Graversen
State

-Authorised Translator
and Interpreter

authorities set up an interpreter
accreditation scheme, create a

with bad interpreting

assis-

State-Authorised Translator

national register of public ser-

tance is to gather further proof

vice interpreters and establish a

of the extent of the problem

and Interpreter
(Danish-EnglÍsh)

Bente Jacobsen
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